In general, underestimation of risk is something which should be avoided as far as possible. Especially in financial asset management, equity risk is typically characterized by the measure of portfolio variance, or indirectly by quantities which are derived from it. Since there is a linear dependency of the variance and the empirical correlation between asset classes, one is compelled to control or to avoid the possibility of underestimating correlation coefficients. In the present approach, we formalize common practice and classify these approaches by computing their probability of underestimation. In addition, we introduce a new estimator which is characterized by having the advantage of a constant and controllable probability of underestimation. We prove that the new estimator is statistically consistent.
INTRODUCTION
In statistics, the Pearson correlation coefficient, also referred to as the Pearson's r, is a measure of the linear correlation between two random variables X and Y . It has a value between +1 and −1, where 1 is total positive linear correlation, 0 is no linear correlation, and −1 is total negative linear correlation. It was developed by Karl Pearson from a related idea introduced by Francis Galton in the 1880s. Twenty years after Galton conceived the idea, the correlation coefficient had found wide applications not only in biometry but also in experimental psychology and statistical economics. However, only rather few results on the properties of the finite sample estimator r were known. Pearson and Filon [1] and Sheppard [2] had proved that the large sample standard deviation of the estimator r approaches (1 − ρ 2 )/ √ n, when ρ is the true value.
In modern portfolio theory one is concerned with the estimation of variances of multi asset portfolios, which typically depend on the estimated correlation coefficients of normally distributed asset prices. In this situation it is appropriate to avoid underestimation of the total portfolio risk and one is compelled to take care that the correlation coefficients are suitably determined. Actually, one should be aware that the question of underestimation is independent whether the true correlation is negative or positive. Underestimation of correlations near +1 have the same relevance as correlations in the vicinity of -1.
To avoid underestimation, in practice [3] a typical approach is to introduce a systematic bias by which the estimator r is shifted towards +1. For instance, one widely used approach is to map the estimator r to 0 if it is negative and leave it unchanged for r > 0. Obviously, this kind of "brute force" transformation of r leads to a new estimator, whose probability of underestimation is significantly reduced for negative correlations. Another kind of typical transformation of r is by adding a constant upward shift, and if the shifted value exceeds +1 then r is put to +1.
As far as we know, the statistical properties of such concepts have never been explicitly discussed in literature so far. The reason might be that the standard approach is in mean-unbiased or median-unbiased estimators [4] [5][6]. This requirement seems to be accomplished for most purposes. However, in the present approach, the main interest is to introduce a systematic bias to take the practitioner's preference into account.
In the following section, we briefly describe the sampling probability density of r which will be used extensively afterwards. Then, four different types of systematically biased correlation estimators are introduced. We consider their probability of underestimation, which is the main criterion for the classification in the present approach. A comparison of all estimators is given at the end.
THE PROBABILITY DENSITY OF CORRELATION
In the following, let us consider independent and bivariate normally distributed random variables (x 1 , y 1 ), ..., (x n , y n ), with means µ 1 , µ 2 , variances σ 1 , σ 2 and correlation coefficient ρ. The estimatorr of ρ is defined asr
whileμ is the mean of the data, i.e.
Now, the probability density function p(r|ρ) of the estimatorr is given by the following expression [7] [8]
while Γ(x) is a special function called the Euler gamma function [9] . This distribution is valid for the case when the other parameters µ 1 , µ 2 , σ 1 and σ 2 are unknown but ρ and n are given (Fig. 1 ). In the special case when ρ = 0, the density can be simplified as
The expectation value of r can be computed in terms of hypergeometric functions. However, the exact expression is rather cumbersome, but it can be shown [5] (Section 16.32) that
We can see thatr is not a mean-unbiased estimator since E[r] = ρ, for finite values of n. But in the limit of large sample size n → ∞, the expectation value tends to ρ, which implies thatr is statistically consistent.
At this point, it should be mentioned that there exists a mean-unbiased estimator of the correlation coefficient which is a function of a complete sufficient statistic and is therefore the unique minimum variance unbiased estimator of ρ [8] . However, here the criterion of meanunbiasedness is not what we are looking for. Instead, our intention is to accept a systematic bias to get the freedom to reduce the probability of underestimation. In literature, estimators whose probability of underestimation is equal to 1/2 are called median-unbiased [4] . In the following section, we are looking for estimators whose probability of underestimation is even far less than 1/2.
SYSTEMATICALLY BIASED ESTIMATORS
For allr ∈ [−1, 1] and constants a, b, c ∈ [0, 1), let us define four different types of biased estimators which are all functions ofr. The first three transformations are defined by (piecewise) linear transformations G i :r →r i , i = 1, 2, 3:
The constant a in the first transformation is the intersection point of the vertical axis atr = 0, see Fig. 2 . The map is linear on [−1, 1] and its image point atr = 1 is unchanged.
In the second transformation, the intersection point at the vertical axis atr = −1 is given by b − 1. Because of the kink at the origin, the map is only piecewise linear. Of special attention is the degenerate case for b = 1. Here,r is mapped to 0, for all valuesr < 0, and is kept otherwise unchanged.
The third transformation is an upward-parallel shift with c the intersection point of the vertical axis. This map is also defined piecewise while there is a kink at r = 1 − c − ǫ. As in the case before, this situation needs special attention.
As can be seen in Fig. 2 , all of these transformations have the property that the support of their images do not entirely cover the set of all ρ ∈ [−1, 1]. Therefore and for reasons discussed below, we introduce one more estimatorr, which has the property to be a smooth and bijective transformation on [−1, 1]. For its definition, let us briefly consider the notion of probability distributions by
for given x and ρ, and the density p(r|ρ) is given by (2) . For any given ρ, it is the probability that the r is smaller than x. The notion F(x|ρ) is chosen to indicate its dependence on the parameter ρ. With this in mind, now we come to the following definition:
For every fixed level of confidence α ∈ (0, 1), consider the transformation
which is given by the solution of the integral equation
Applying (8), definition (10) can be rewritten by
The intention of (10) is to determine the parameter r such that the associated sampling with respect to the adjusted density p(r|r) results with high probability in correlations which are abover. The term "high probability" is quantified by the predefined value of α. This approach, for instance, circumvents the disadvantages introduced by naïvely shifting the parameter of the distribution by a constant value such that the support of the density gets out of range [−1, 1].
The probability distribution F is continuous and strictly monotonic increasing. That implies that for every α ∈ (0, 1), there is a unique estimatorr which is a smooth function with respect tor. In addition, the boundary pointsr = ±1 are mapped to the imager = ±1, for all α ∈ (0, 1). A typical case (α = 0.95) is shown in Fig. 2 (black dotted) and for several levels α in Fig. 3 . The upward shifts ofr near −1 are stronger than for estimates near +1. For the specific case α → 1,r jumps from −1 to +1 atr = −1, such that in this limit we haver = 1 for allr ∈ (−1, +1].
For an entire classification of (5)- (7) and (9), we next introduce the precise notion of how to measure the probability of underestimation.
THE PROBABILITY OF UNDERESTIMATION
The probability of underestimation is a quantity to specify the chance by which an estimate of a sample is less than the parameter under consideration. For its definition, the parametric sample distribution of the estimator has to be known. With the notion of (8), in our context the probability of underestimation is formally given by
The right-hand side is obtained by applying the measure transformation corresponding to the maps (5)- (7) or (9) respectively. For its explicit computation, we have to determine the corresponding inverse map G −1 . Therefore, let us start with Case 1: For the linear map in (5), the inverse map is given by
with a ∈ [0, 1). In Fig.4 , we see the probability (12) for several values of a. For a = 0, the ordinary case of r 1 =r is reproduced. For increasing a, the probability of underestimation decreases. Of course it is equal to zero forr < 2a − 1.
Case 2: For the estimator (6), the inverse map has to be considered piecewise and is given by
for b ∈ [0, 1). Of special interest is the degeneracy for b → 1. Then, the probability weight of the domainr < 0 and sample size n = 20. The case a = 0 corresponds tõ r1 ≡r. For increasing a, the probability of underestimation is decreasing. shrinks to the origin with an increasing peak near zero such that the probability weight at zero stays finite. The corresponding probability of underestimation is shown in Fig. 5 . For the case b → 1, the probability distribution becomes discontinuous and approaches a step-function at ρ = 0. In Fig. 5 , this case is illustrated for b = 0.95. In the domain of ρ ≥ 0, the probability of underestimation is the same for all b ∈ [0, 1) becauser 2 is identical tor. Case 3: The inverse of the transformation (7) is given by
For the computation of the probability of underestimation, we have to take into account that the limit ǫ → 0 has to be performed after integration has been computed. The result can be seen in Fig. 6 . For increasing upward shifts the probability of underestimation becomes increasingly smaller.
All of the previous three cases have in common that their probability of underestimation is not constant for ρ ∈ [−1, 1], but is a strongly varying quantity. On the other hand, for the estimator defined in (9), we have the following statement: Theorem 1. Given α ∈ (0, 1). Letr = G α (r) be the estimator defined in (9) . Then, for every sample size n > 2, the probability of underestimation (12) is constant and given by P(r < ρ) = 1 − α.
Proof. By assumption, the map G α is continuous and strictly monotonic increasing. Therefore, G α is invertible. Let the inverse of G α be G 
By definition (11), the right-hand side of (17) is equal to 1 − α.
The theorem obviously shows the advantage of (9) compared to the other estimators discussed above. In addition, we have
The estimatorr defined in (11) is statistically consistent.
Proof. To prove consistency ofr with respect to (11), we consider that the ordinary Pearsonr is already known to be a statistically consistent estimator. Therefore, it is sufficient to show thatr →r, for n → ∞. For large n, the probability density (2) approaches asymptotically to a normal distribution [5] [6], with mean ρ and standard deviation (1 − ρ 2 )/ √ n. In this case, the integral on the left-hand side in (10) can be performed. Since for every given real number ǫ > 0, there exists a positive integer N , such that for all n > N , we have
The function erfc(x) is related to the ordinary Gaussian error integral [9] by erfc(x) = 1 − erf(x). Now, because of the definition (11), we can replace the distribution function in (18) by 1 − α. Then, the left-hand side of (18) can be equated to zero and after some simple algebraic manipulations we obtain the following condition in terms of the Gaussian error function:
For every α ∈ (0, 1), let q α be the real valued solution of the equation erf(q α / √ 2) = 2 α − 1. Then, (19) can be written equivalently aŝ
For the asymptotic case n → ∞, this expression becomes exact and we find thatr →r. This proves the consistency of the estimatorr.
It should be mentioned here that although the relation (20) is only an approximation when n is finite, this equation works pretty well already, even for small size samples of about n ≥ 20. For practical purposes, we therefore explicitly write down the large sample approximation for the mapr = G α (r) in (9) , that is
for all n > 4q 2 α . This also confirms the limit behavior for n → ∞.
SUMMARY
Common approaches of biased correlation estimation in financial risk management have been formalized by piecewise linear transformations. Based on this formalization, we discussed their corresponding probability of underestimation. As a result, we found that this probability is a strongly varying quantity depending on the value of the parameter under consideration. To resolve that problem, a new correlation estimator has been introduced. The most important property of this estimator is that its corresponding probability of underestimation is constant, and in addition, a controllable quantity. For the new estimator, we also proved statistical consistency.
